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Since the many-sorted extension of the Birkhoffequational calculus is unsound when algebras with 
empty carrier sets are admitted, Goguen and Meseguer proposed a new sound and complete 
many-sorted equational calculus. 
This paper presents another approach. alternative to that proposed by Goguen and Meseguer 
that makes sound and complete the many-sorted extension of the Birkhoff equational calculus. The 
possibility of maintaining the classical rules is obtained by introducing a new notion of satisfiability, 
called srrorty satisfiability. 
An easier notion of satisfiability called r~trk satisfiability is also studied, and sufficient and 
necessary conditions are developed in order to reduce the strong satisfiability to the weak one. In 
fact, .sfronq/y semihk signatures. which generalize sensible signatures introduced by Huet and 
Oppen. guarantee the equivalence between strong, weak and other usual satisfiabilities. 
Finally, general conditions for the equivalence of the Birkhoff calculus to the Goguen-Meseguer 
calculus are established. 
Introduction 
Since the pioneering work of the ADJ group [S] many-sorted equational logic 
became a central topic in algebraic semantics. Algebraic methods involved in abstract 
data type specification are based on extensions of classical results of universal algebra 
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to the many-sorted case [l]; in particular, Birkhoff theorems on varieties give the basis 
for an equational calculus. This calculus has practical and theoretical importance: it 
gives a natural operational interpretation of equational specifications and, further- 
more, it is possible to derive from its completeness the completeness of first-order logic 
[l 1] by purely algebraic reasoning. Surprisingly enough, Goguen and Meseguer [4] 
have shown that the many-sorted extension of the Birkhoff one-sorted equational 
calculus is unsound when many-sorted algebras with empty carrier sets are admitted. 
Goguen and Meseguer proposed adorning equations with explicit declarations of 
variables, and gave sound and complete rules for a general equational calculus (for 
updated presentations, discussions and related results see [S, 12,6,7,2,3, 10, 141). The 
importance of allowing empty carrier sets is pointed out very well by Goguen and 
Meseguer [6]. They note that the two basic approaches to avoid the problem (viz. 
either restricting the class of allowed signatures, or requiring nonempty carrier sets) 
exclude important applications to abstract data types and limit general results of 
universal algebra. 
In this paper, which extends a preliminary short version [15], we present another 
approach, alternative to that proposed by Goguen and Meseguer (referred to as GM 
hereafter, for brevity) that makes sound and complete the many-sorted extension of 
the Birkhoff equational calculus. The possibility of keeping the classical rules, without 
such restrictions as those mentioned above, is obtained by introducing a new notion 
of satisfiability, called strong satisfiability. This approach was inspired by observing 
that the inadequacy introduced by empty carrier sets in classical equational logic is 
not necessarily to be ascribed to the rules, as it generally depends upon the pair (rules, 
satisfiability). A study of satisfiability for logic with empty sorts is developed, in the 
same direction (although with other results) as ours, by Marcusz [16]. 
Now we give a motivation for strong satisfiability. Since empty sets introduce 
non&noting terms, it can happen that an equation becomes a non-sense equation in 
a given algebra (see Definition 5.3) as far as one of its terms is denoting and the other 
one is not so (e.g.f’(x) = true when the variable x ranges over an empty set). Of course, 
it is reasonable to consider two different possibilities for all the non-sense equations in 
a given algebra: they are all true or they are all j&e. We analyze these two 
possibilities. 
Let I= be a satisfiability relation between equations and algebras with possibly 
empty carrier sets, such that .rZI= e for any non-sense equation e in the algebra 
.d (such as the satisfiability employed by Huet and Oppen; see [9] and Definition 1.8 
below). Suppose t is a nondenoting term in an algebra .cy’, and true, j&e are two 
constants denoting different elements of .n/. By the above hypothesis on I=, it follows 
that ,d I= true = t and ,d k t -f&e; by the transitivity rule of the Birkhoff equational 
calculus we have the unsound derivation {true = t, t =fulse} t true sfulse. 
On the other hand, if + is a satisfiability notion such that .cyl If e for any non-sense 
equation e in the algebra &, then the substitutivity rule of the Birkhoff equational 
calculus “seems” to be unsound. In fact, if the variable b ranges over a nonempty 
set of the algebra .n/ and the equation true- bornot(b) holds in &, then after the 
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substitution b:= t, we can derive the equation true 3 t or not(t) which is a non-sense 
equation if t is a term nondenoting in Caz. 
This analysis shows the following way to deal with non-sense equations without 
changing the Birkhoff equational calculus. Any equation is to be considered false in an 
algebra when it is or can become (after a substitution) a non-sense equation. In other 
words, the equation tl = t2 holds in an algebra .d if for every substitution r the obtained 
terms r(tl) and .r(tz) either denote the same elements of &‘, or neither of them denotes 
anything (for any values of variables). This is just the informal way to state the strong 
satisfiability which we formalize in Section 3 and by means of which, in Section 4, we 
prove the completeness of the Birkhoff many-sorted equational calculus. 
Now we summarize the other results presented in the paper. 
In Section 5 we study an easier notion of satisfiability called weak satisfiability and 
give sufficient and necessary conditions in order to reduce the strong satisfiability to 
the weak one. We present both results that relate to the syntactic structure of 
equations (Section 5.1) and results that relate to signatures (Sections 5.2 and 5.3). 
A central notion of the section is that of strongly sensible signature which generalizes 
sensible signatures introduced by Huet and Oppen [9]. 
In Section 6 we prove that strongly sensible signatures guarantee both the equiva- 
lence between the strong satisfiability and the Huet and Oppen satisfiability (Theorem 
6.3) and the completeness of the Birkhoff equational calculus for the Huet and Oppen 
satisfiability (Theorem 6.4). 
In Section 7 we give conditions for the equivalence of the Birkhoff equational 
calculus and the Goguen and Meseguer equational calculus. As a consequence of this 
study, we also extend a theorem of [S]. Finally, we conclude with Section 8 giving an 
initiality result. 
1. Preliminaries 
In order to make our notions and theorems precise, we start with a short collection 
of fundamental algebraic concepts: many-sorted algebra, morphism, quotient algebra 
and term algebra. In the last part of the section we present the Birkhoff equational 
calculus, the Goguen and Meseguer equational calculus, and some satisfiability 
relations already used in literature, which together are all the necessary prerequisite to 
the presentation of the results given in the paper. 
Definition 1.1. Let S be a set of elements (data type names) called sorts. An S-sorted 
signature C is a family of operators (operation names) indexed by S* x S. If ~EC,,~, we 
say that operator CJ has arity u+s (S* is the set of finite sequences on S). 
Definition 1.2. A (many-sorted) C-algebra d is a pair (A,a), where 
(i) A is an S-indexed family (A,: SES) of sets (the carrier A, is said to be the 
interpretation of the sort s in the algebra ,JzZ); 
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(ii) 3 is an (S* x S)-indexed family of maps 
where UES* , SES and A,=A,,l x ... x A,” if u=s~...s,,. 
If ~EC,,, the map X,,,(G): A,+A, is called the operation associated with CT, and is 
usually referred to by the name (T^/. 
Definition 1.3. A Z-morphism .f‘: / e -+.k9, where .d and J are C-algebras, is a map 
,f: A-+B (actually an S-indexed family of mapsf,: A,-+&) such that for every CJEC of 
arity s, . ..s.,+s and every u~EA,~, . . . . ~t,~A,,~,.f,(o,~(ct,, . . . . u,,))=o~“(.f;,(a,), . . . . f~,(u,)). 
Definition 1.4. Let A be an S-indexed family of sets. Then an (S-indexed, or S-sorted) 
equivalence relation H on A is just an S-indexed family (0,: SES), where 0, is an 
equivalence relation on A, ([u]~ will indicate the equivalence class of the element 
a with respect to the equivalence 0). If in addition A is the carrier of a C-algebra .&‘, 
then we call 8 a C-congruence rel~tior~ if the following condition holds: for every 
operator CJ of arity s ,... s,,-+s, if LIP H,, hI, . . . . a, 0 ,,,, h,, then ~(a,, . . . . u,)N,~(h,, . . . . b,). 
The previous definition of congruence guarantees that the following definition of 
quotient algebra is well done. 
Definition 1.5. Given a Z-algebra .cJ and a C-congruence # on .a/, the C-algebra .&/8, 
called the quotient algebra of .oi’ modulo 8, is defined by putting 
(i) (.d/H),= AJO, for every SES; 
(ii) C+ (Callo, . . ..C%lo)=C~~‘(~., .“1 a,)lf, for every operator fl of arity sl. ..s,+s. 
Proposition 1.6. Letf’: .c/+.# he u C-morphism, fIf be thefbllowing congruence on .&I 
@,), 11’ $fJ&t)=.W).f or erery n,a’~A, cmd SGS, and let cf:.d+.dJBf be the natural 
Z-morphism tnappiny euch element u in its equiaulence class. Then there exists a unique 
injective morphism g : d/H,-+& such thutj‘=g cf. Furthermore, ff‘is sutjectice, g is an 
isomorphism (i.e. LI hijectice morphism). 
In what follows V indicates an S-indexed family of variables and Tz(V) the 
C-algebra of the Z-terms on V. If f, tl, . . . . fk are terms of Tz(V), then Var(r, tl, . . . . tk) 
indicates the set of variables occurring in them and sort(t) the sort of the term t. We 
write Tz for the C-algebra TX(@) of the ground terms. 
Let .d be a C-algebra. Then, a map p : V+ A (actually an S-indexed family of maps 
ps: V’,+A,) is called an ussignmen~. An assignment T from V to Tz( V) is called 
a substiturion. There exists a unique way to extend an assignment p: V-+A to 
a morphism p# : T-( V)-t.d. In what follows, for the sake of brevity, we omit the 
superscript # in p#. 
We can now define the central concept of initial algebra in a given class of algebras. 
It is well known that the C-algebra T, of the ground terms is initial in the class of all 
C-algebras. 
Definition 1.7. A Z-algebra .d is initial in a class C of C-algebras if and only if 
.d belongs to C and for each C-algebra .# in C there is one and only one C-morphism 
from .n/ to 9. 
The algebraic approaches to abstract data type specification are based on the 
notion of satisfiability of an equation in an algebra. Such a satisfiability relation is 
a model-theoretic concept which allows to describe properties of algebraic operations 
by means of equations. An equational logical calculus is a syntactic relation that 
allows to derive logical consequences by means of e&vive rules. The relationship 
between model-theoretic characterization and syntactical derivability (soundness and 
completeness theorems) is a corner-stone of logical-algebraic theories and, as a conse- 
quence, proves fundamental to abstract data type specification. In the following we 
present some satisfiability relations and equational calculi well known in literature 
(see [13, 9, 4, 21). 
Definition 1.8. (i) An ordinary C-equation on variables V is a pair tl = f2 of E-terms on 
V with the same sort. 
(ii) Clussicul satisjahility: A Z-algebra .d classicully satisjies the ordinary equation 
tI =r, relative to V, and we write .rJ /=c tl = tz, if for any assignment p: V+A, 
p(r,)=p(tz). 
(iii) Huet und Opperl satkfiahility: A C-algebra .4 satisfies according to Huet and 
Oppen (for brevity, HO-satisfies) the ordinary C-equation tI = tz, and we write .d kHo 
tI --tz, if for any assignment p:Var(t,,t,)+A, p(t,)=p(t,). 
(iv) An ordinnr~~ presentation (1, V, E) is a triple, where C is an S-sorted signature, 
V is an S-indexed family of variables and E is a set of ordinary Z-equations on 
V (Table 1). 
Definition 1.9. (i) A Z-equation is a triple (X, tI, t2), where X is an S-indexed set of 
variables and rl,fZ are Z-terms of the same sort such that Var(t,,t,)sX. The 
equation (X,t,,t,) is written as “VX.tI-tz”. 
(ii) Goguen und Meseguer sati$uiahility: Let QX. tI E t2 be a Z-equation. A C- 
algebra .rJ satkjies according to Goguen and Meseguer (for brevity, GM-satisfies) the 
equation VX. tI = tz, and we write .(yr I=GM VX. tI = t2, if, for any assignment p : X+.4, 
P(f,)=P(tz). 
Table 1 
The BirkhotT equational calculus for the ordinary presentation (L, I’. E) 
(1) E EBlr I, =12 for all t, =~,EE (axioms) 
(2) E kBlr I=! for all rcT?(L’) (reflexivity) 
(3) If E t,,, I, =t2, then E kRlr t,=t, (symmetry) 
(4) If E FR,, I, =t,. E kRli I~--T.~. then E kRlr 1, ~1, (transitivity) 
(5) If E i-,,, 1, ~1~. then E kBlr t(tl)-~(t2) for all substitution T: V-T,(V) (substitution) 
(6) If E ksir 1,-u; (I <i<n) and ~(~l.....t,,)ETL(V). 
then E kBlr cr(r,, . . . . t,)=o(u,. . u,) (replacement) 
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Table 2 
Goguen and Meseguer equational calculus for the presentation (C, V, E) 
(1) E to, VX.t,Gt* for all vx.1,ztZEE 
(2) E EGM VX.t-t for all rETI and XGV 
(3) If E kGMVX.r,=fZ, then E l ,,VX.r,=ft, 
(4) If E bGM VX.t, =tz, E kGM VX.t,=t,, then E kGM VX.l,=f3 
(5) If E t,, Vx.t,~t~. then E FGM VY.r(t,)-r(tZ) 
for all r:X-tTx(Y) and YE V 
(6) If E bGM VX.ri-u, (1 6i6n), u(rl ,..., t,,)eTL(X), 
then E kGM VX.cr(f, ,..., I,)=cT(M, ,..., u,) 
(axioms) 
(reflexivity) 
(symmetry) 
(transitivity) 
(substitution) 
(replacement) 
(iii) A presentation (.Z, V, E) is a triple where Z is an S-sorted signature, E is a set of 
C-equations and V is an S-indexed family of variables which includes all the variables 
occurring in the equations of E (Table 2). 
2. An unsound deduction 
Goguen and Meseguer showed the unsoundness of the many-sorted version of the 
Birkhoff equational calculus (Section 1) when empty carrier sets are allowed and the 
HO-satisfiability is used (Definition 1.8(iii)). In fact, there exists an algebra which 
HO-satisfies a set E of ordinary equations, but which does not HO-satisfy a suitable 
equation derived from E by means of the Birkhoff equational calculus. Instead, when 
the natural extension of the one-sorted classical satisfiability (Definition 1.8(ii)) is 
combined with the many-sorted version of the Birkhoff equational calculus, there is 
no unsoundness but only a paradoxical situation. In fact, there are algebras classically 
satisfying ground ordinary equations t K t’, where t and t’ denote different elements in 
.d. In conclusion, the inadequacy of classical equational logic does not depend on the 
Birkhoff rules in themselves but on the pair (rules, satisfiability). In the next section 
we show the possibility of admitting empty carriers while keeping the classical rules, 
thus changing only the notion of satisfiability. 
We present the example of 112, Section 4.3. l] (Table 3). If we apply Birkhoff’s rules, 
we derive Y-lo&/c- t--Hir T-F: 
T-FOO(A)+lFOO(A) 
=FOO(A)+FOO(A) 
= FOO(A) 
= FOO(A) & FOO(A) 
K FOO(A) & 1 FOO(A) 
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Table 3 
Presentation ~T~cw//(L 
Signature:= 
Sorts:=a, b 
Operators:=T,F:b;T:b+6; +,&:bxb+6;FOO:a+b 
Variables:= B : 6; A : a 
Axioms:= 
~T~F;~F~T;B+~B~T;B&~B~F;B&B~B;B+B~B;FOO(A)r~FOO(A) 
Table 4 
Algebra &d&’ 
(i) a&J?.=@; 
(ii) ddWh = {true, false}; 
(iii) FOO,‘.“” is the empty function; 
(iv) All the boolean functions are as expected. 
The algebra B&‘&Y (Table 4) HO-satisfies the axioms of the presentation %OU&L 
but it does not HO-satisfy the derived equation T-F since T and F denote in 28~~292 
two different elements. From the viewpoint of classical satisfiability there is no 
unsoundness: if the set V, of variables is nonempty for every sort s (as in the case of 
presentation Y~uu&/~), any algebra .d with some empty carrier set classically satisfies 
all the ordinary equations (there is no assignment from V to A). 
In conclusion, the classical equational calculus turns out to be sound, but we have 
only moved the problem, because the “unsoundness” becomes a paradox: it is not 
possible to accept that a’d92 /= T=F since true#false. We shall escape the paradox 
by defining a notion of satisfiability in such a way that %9d9 does not satisfy the 
520&/e axioms anymore. 
3. Strong satisfiability for many-sorted algebras with possibly empty carrier sets 
If we admit algebras with empty carrier sets, an assignment from the set of all 
variables to an algebra &’ becomes naturally a partial function. Therefore, we consider 
the following definition. 
Definition 3.1. Let .c4 be a C-algebra of sorts S and V’ be an S-indexed family of 
variables. 
(i) A partial assignment from V to ZZ? is a partial function rc : V-+,4 such that rc(x) is 
undefined (for brevity n(x)?) ifs Asort~x~ = 0. 
(ii) Given a partial assignment rc: V/-t& the partial evaluation x# : Tz(V)-+d 
associated with rr is defined as follows, for every variable XE V and term 
o(ti, . . ..tk)~Tz(V). 
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0 7r#(x)t iff 71(x)7; 
l n#(x)=rr(x) iff z(x) is defined (for brevity rr(x)J); 
0 “#(o(ti ,.,.,tk))l iffn’((tl)l,...,TC#(tk)l, 
and in such a case, 
7c# (a(r1 , . . . . tk))=rP/(n#(tl), . . . . n#(tk)). In particular, ~c#(cJ)=# always 1. 
In the following, for the sake of brevity, we omit the superscript # in n” and 
assume that the set V, of variables is nonempty for every sort s. 
As a matter of notation, in the following we will write El cz E, iff both of the 
following conditions hold: 
(i) E1l iff&l; 
(ii) if E,l and E2Jr then E, =E,. 
Now a simple definition of satisfiability is introduced. 
Definition 3.2 (Weak satisjability). Let tl , t2e Tz( V). A C-algebra s&’ weakly satisjies 
the ordinary equation t1 = t2 relative to V, and we write .d I=w t, = t2, iff, for every 
partial assignment 7~: V-A, n(tI)z~(t2). 
Unfortunately, this definition does not avoid the problem presented by Goguen and 
Meseguer, because the same unsoundness still holds. Therefore, we present a satis- 
fiability relation which leaves unchanged the validity of the Birkhoff equational 
calculus for many-sorted algebras with possibly empty carrier sets. 
The leading idea of a satisfiability relation, compatible with the Birkhoff rules, rises 
from considering the strange effect of substitutions when there are empty carrier sets. 
In this case, a substitution can transform a denoting term in a nondenoting term. For 
example, in the presentation FEW&,, the substitution r(B) = FOO(A) transforms the 
term B & 1 B into the term FOO(A) & 1 FOO(A). If we consider the algebra %9&& 
the first term B & 1B denotes something for any value of the variable B, while the 
second term FOO(A) & lFOO(A) cannot denote anything because the variable 
A ranges over an empty set. This phenomenon originates the unsound effects in the 
Birkhoff calculus. In fact, the conclusion of the aforementioned unsound deduction is 
obtained by equating the constant term T with the term B & 1 B which can be both 
denoting (after the substitution s(B)= T) and nondenoting (after the substitution 
r(B)=FOO(z‘l)). 
Main Definition 3.3 (Strony satisjiability). Let ti, t2e Tz( V). A C-algebra .d strong/y 
satisjies the ordinary equation tl K t2 relative to V, and we write .r4 /=s tl = tZ, 
iff for every partial assignment rc: V HA and for every substitution T: V-+TL_( V), 
r(T(tl))=:(T(tz)). 
Revisiting the S?dS! example: The above definition of satisfiability eliminates the 
unsound deduction. In fact, the algebra 3Cd.4’ does not strongly satisfy the equations 
B & 1 B = F and B +l B = T of the presentation ,Y~o&~J. In fact, we consider the 
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substitution T such that r(B)= FOO(A). Then for any partial assignment X, in the first 
equation rc(r(8 & lB))=7c(FOO(A) & 1 FOO(A))= r, while rr(r(F))=z(F)=false, 
and similarly in the second equation. 
We note that our approach can be considered dual of GM. In fact, let e be an 
equation such as V’(x) .f’(x)=c (x variable, c constant) and d be any algebra where 
e can be interpreted. When x ranges over an empty set (i.e. Aso,t(,j=@), the equation 
e is GM-satisfied by the algebra &. Conversely, the corresponding ordinary equation 
f(x) = c is not strongly satisfied by ,d. In fact, in the first case we have no assignments 
from {x} to A, while in the second we have the unique partial assignment 8, making 
,f(x) nondenoting and c denoting. 
We conclude the section with an example that shows in a simple way the problem 
expressed in the presentation Y~Gu&A. 
Let A?&&1 be the algebra defined as follows: (i) B&‘S?l, =8 and 9?~Jdlb= {true, 
false}; (ii) the constants T and F denote, respectively, true and false; (iii) FOO denotes 
the empty function. 
It is easy to verify that the presentation ~~~~Rel (Table 5) with the algebra 9#&S?I 
presents in a simpler manner the same problems already seen for the presentation 
Yz~&/t with the algebra 2&J?. 
Moreover, J,dtiZ is not a model of the axioms with the strong satisfiability. In 
fact, since there exist a unique partial assignment 71 with n(A)= r and a unique sub- 
stitution T with r(A)= A, we have that ~(z(FOO(A)))=~(FOO(A))=~, while 
7r(T(T))=lr(T)=true. 
4. Completeness of the Birkhoff equational calculus for strong satisfiability 
Here we show that the Birkhoff equational calculus is sound and complete when the 
notion of strong satisfiability is adopted. 
Definition 4.1. We say that a congruence 6 on T,(V) is closed with respect to a set E of 
ordinary Z-equations on variables V iff the following conditions hold: 
(i) t1 = t2E E implies rl 0 t2; 
(ii) ri t) t2 implies r(tl)Or(t,) for any substitution z: V-TX(V). 
Signature:= 
Sorts:=a. b 
Operators:= T, F: B; FOO: a-b 
Variables:= A : a 
Axioms := 
FOO(A)=T; FOO(A)=F 
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Let --E be the following relation on T,(V): tl =E t2 iff .d l=s f1 =fz for every 
C-algebra J&’ such that G!I=~E. 
Lemma 4.2. The relation --E is a congruence closed with respect to E. 
Proof. Left to the reader (note that, if ,d /=s tl = tz, then ,oi/ I=s s(tl)--s(tl) for every 
substitution r). 0 
Lemma 4.3. !f 8 is a congruence on Tz( V) closed with respect to E, then T,( V)/Q 
strongly satisfies E. 
Proof. Since any partial assignment 71: V --+ Tz( V)/H is a total function (V, # @I implies 
(T,(V)), #@), there exists a substitution 6,: V+Tz( V) such that X(X)= [Gn(x)le for 
every XE V. It is easy to prove by induction that z(t)= [6,Jt)lo for any term tE Tz( V). 
Let t1 = t2 be an ordinary equation of E. We have to prove that Tx(V)/O I=s tI = tZ, 
i.e. n(7(tl))zn(T(t2)) for any partial assignment n: VC+TZ(V)/O and substitution 
5 : V-+ Tz( V). The following chain of implications gives the thesis: 
ti = tzEE 3 tI H t2 (see item (i) of Definition 4.1) 
* (5,(T(t,))H6,(r(t,)) (see item (ii) of Definition 4.1 for the 
substitution 6, s T) 
* [6,(z(t,))l,=[G,(T(t,))l, 
=c= 7r(T(f,))=71(S(t~)) (since 7C(T(ti))=[dn(T(ti))]@ (i= 1,2) for 
definition of 6,). 0 
Lemma 4.4 (Birkhoff). The relation =E is the least congruence closed with respect to E. 
Proof. It is sufficient to show that, if 0 is any congruence closed with respect to E, 
then: 
t, GEt2 implies ti Ot,. 
We derive by Lemma 4.3 that 
therefore, for the meaning of Ed, stated before Lemma 4.2: 
ti GEt2 implies Tz(V)/O I=s t1 = t2. 
Thus, if we prove: 
Tz( V)/O I=s tI = t2 implies tl 0 t2, 
the thesis follows by transitivity from the two preceding implications. 
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Now we conclude by proving by contraposition the last implication. Let 
[tI]e#[tz]s; then for the assignment no, mapping any variable u in its equivalence 
class [vls, and for the identical substitution TO, we have: [tI]s=rro(zo(tI)) 
and [t21s=n0(r0(t2)). Thus, from the hypothesis [tI]s#[t2]s, we obtain 
~"(~o(tl))#no(To(t2)), whence r’( k”)/d I#s tI = t2. 0 
Let I= be any relation of satisfiability. We will write E + e iff .d I= e for every algebra 
I;e satisfying all the equations of E. 
Theorem 4.5 (Soundness and completeness). 
E+se iff E~Bire. 
Proof. Soundness: It is sufficient to check the soundness of each rule. The proof of the 
rules l-4 of the Birkhoff equational calculus is trivial. 
Rule 5: We have to prove that, if x2 +s tr --t2, then .d ks 5(t1)=5(t2) for any 
substitution T: V+Tz( V). Let T, T": V+Tz( b') be any two substitutions and 
T': V+Tz(V) be the substitution defined by T'=T"c T. If .M’ ks tI =f2, then we have 
that 
~(r’(r~))=~(~‘(rz))> 
that is, 
7r(?“0 T(tl))Z7C(TI'c T(t2)) 
Whence it follows that .d I=s r(tl)--r(t2) for every substitution T. 
Rule 6: If .d I=s ti = ui, for 1 <i < II, then n(r(ti)) z JL(T(Ui)) for every substitution 
T : V+ Tz( V). Therefore, if a(t,, , t,) is a term of T’(V): 
@(7$r(r1))> . . ..~(T(t.)))~.‘“(7c(T(u,)), . . ..n(r(n.))), 
that is, 
n(a(r(r~)> . ..> r(t,)))=n(fl(r(n,), . . ..r(n.))); 
finally, 
x(r(o(tr, . . . . t,)))~7c(T(a(ul,...,u,))). 
Whence, it follows that .d I=s a(tI, . . . . t,)=~(u~, . . . . u,). 
Completeness: The rules of the Birkhoff equational calculus define the least congru- 
ence closed with respect to E. Therefore, completeness follows from Lemma 4.4. 0 
5. Equivalence between strong and weak satisfiabilities 
The strong satisfiability of an equation depends not only on the evaluation fun- 
ctions but also on the possibly infinite set of substitutions. This peculiarity raises the 
problem of how to check the validity of equations; therefore, it is interesting to study 
sufficient and necessary conditions that reduce the strong satisfiability to the weak 
one. The results presented in this section yield two different kinds of conditions: the 
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first ones relate to the syntactic structure of equations, the other ones relate to 
signatures. 
The following proposition gives a first simple comparison between strong and weak 
satisfiabilities. 
Proposition 5.1. Let tI = t2 he an ordinary C-equation on t:ariahles V and .01’ he 
a Z-algebra. Then, 
(i) .d I=s tl = t2 implies .d I=w tI = t2, but the converse implication does not hold. 
(ii) .d I=s tl = t2 $f’d /=w t(tI)-s(t2),fOr every substitution T. 
Proof. (i) =X Obvious. 
=: Counterexample. The algebra 9.d.3’ of the presentation .Y~NJG/~~ (Section 2) 
weakly satisfies the ordinary equation B & 1 B = F, while JB’.d.X does not strongly 
verify this equation. 
(ii) Obvious. 3 
5.1. Uncritical equation in a given algebra 
This concept is a syntactic property that guarantees the equivalence between strong 
and weak satisfiabilities. The advantage of such an equivalence relies on the effective 
testability of uncriticality. 
Some definitions follow, that prove necessary to introduce the notion of uncritical 
equation. 
Definition 5.2. Let C be a signature. 
(i) A term te T,(V) is will in a C-algebra .d if there exists a variable x occurring in 
t such that A sorr(_vj = 0; a term t is said to be strict in a C-algebra .d if it is not void in &‘. 
(ii) A sort s is t:oid in a C-algebra .d if A,=@; a sort s is said to be strict in 
a C-algebra .d if it is not void in .d’. 
We note that a term t is void (strict) in an algebra .d iff n(t) is undefined (defined) for 
every partial assignment rc: Va+A. Moreover, there exist G-algebras .d and C-terms 
t void in .d such that sort(t) has a nonempty interpretation in .d. For example, in the 
algebra ~J.s!&’ (Section 2) the interpretation of the sort b is the set of truth values, but 
the term FOO(A) of sort b is void in .8.d.JA. 
Definition 5.3. (i) An ordinary C-equation t I = t2 is said to be a non-sense equation in 
a C-algebra .d if only one of the two terms tr, t2 is strict in .d. 
(ii) An ordinary C-equation tl = t2 is critical in a C-algebra ,d if there exists 
a substitution r such that T(tl)=T(tZ) is a non-sense equation in ,d’. 
We say that an ordinary equation is uncritical in a C-algebra .o/ if it is not critical 
in ~2. 
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For example, the ordinary equation B & 1 BE T of the presentation YwuM~ 
(Section 2) is critical in the algebra .%9&g. If the substitution r maps the variable 
B into the term FOO(A), then r(B & 1B) is void in 9#‘.d3? and 7(T) is strict in 8~~2.3. 
But, the same equation B & 1 BE T is uncritical in any algebra 33 such that the carrier 
of sort a is nonempty. 
Now the main result of this subsection is given. 
Theorem 5.4. Let t1 = tz be an ordinary C-equation on variables V and .c4 be a C- 
algebra that weakly satisjies the equation tI = t2. Then, the following conditions are 
equivalent: 
(i) The equation tI = t2 is uncritical in XI’; 
(ii) .d l=s t, = t2. 
Proof. (i)+(ii): Given a partial assignment rc : V ti.4 and a substitution T, we have to 
prove that x(z(tl))z:n(r(t,)). For the uncriticality of tl = t2 in cd, we have only two 
possible cases: 
(1) Both ti and t2 are void in ~2. 
If t is void in ,d, then s(t) is void in ~2. Therefore, n(z(tl))f and n(z(t2))r, whence the 
thesis. 
(2) Both tl and t2 are strict in .3. 
Since the ordinary equation tl = t2 is uncritical in xY, then we have only the following 
two possibilities: (a) both s(tl) and T(t2) are strict in ~2; (b) both T(tl) and T(t2) are void 
in .d. 
(a) Since rr(T(ti))l and x(T(t2))1, we have to show that n(T(t1))=n(T(t2)). In order 
to prove this, consider a partial assignment g : V ++A such that g(x)=rr(r(x)) for 
every variable xEVar(t,, t2), then g(ti)=Z(T(ti)) for i= 1,2. Since the algebra 
,d weakly satisfies the equation tl = t2 (by hypothesis) and tl, t2 are strict in &‘, 
we have that z’(tl).l, n’(t2)J and n’(tl)=d(t2) for every partial assignment 7~‘. 
In particular, we conclude that 7r(~(tI))=g(tI)=g(t2)=x(T(t2)). 
(‘4 n(T(tl))? and n(T(tz))t, SO .rr(T(tl))=n(T(tz)). 
(ii)=(i): Assume absurdly that tl = t2 is critical in ~2. Then there exists a substitu- 
tion T such that s(t,) is strict and T(t2) is void in ~2, whence .d Es tr = t2. 0 
Corollary 5.5. Let .d be a Z-algebra and tI = t2 be an ordinary C-equation on vari- 
ables V. 
(i) of tl = t2 is uncritical in s/, then ,z? I=s tl = t2 ifs& +=w tl= t2. 
(ii) oft, = t2 is critical in G!, then .d does not strongly satisfy tI = t2. 
Now we argue about the effective testability of uncriticality of equations. 
Remark. If the ordinary equation ti = t2 is critical in an algebra d, there exists at 
least a variable x which occurs in tl and does not in t2 (or vice versa) and a term t void 
in Ld, with the same sort as x. Thus, the problem of testing whether an equation is 
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critical or not in ,d can be reduced to the problem of checking whether there exists 
some term void in ,r4 of the same sort as x. This problem can be viewed as a problem 
of graphs. In fact, if G(C) is the graph where (i) The nodes are the sorts of C, (ii) The 
arcs are the pairs (s’,s) of sorts such that there exists an operator CJEC of arity 
.s’. . -+s; then the above-described problem is equivalent to search a path from a sort 
s with empty interpretation in ~2, to the sort of x. We note that G(C) is finite whenever 
C has a finite set of sorts (no limitation is required for the cardinality of the operators). 
In this case, we have the decidability of uncriticality, because a finite graph has an only 
finite set of possible paths without cycles. 
5.2, Sensible signature in a given algebra 
Huet and Oppen introduced the notion of sensible signature in order to avoid some 
problems which arise when algebras with empty carrier sets are allowed [9, Section 31. 
In this section, we present a straightforward generalization of this notion, that renders 
a very useful criterion to establish the uncriticality of equations. 
We begin with the definition of sensible signature in a given algebra. 
Definition 5.6. We say that a signature C is sensible in a C-algebra .d if, for every 
operator 0EC of arity s~...s,-+s, 
if A,#@, then so are all the sets A,.,, . . , A,“; 
i.e. (3Si: A,$, =@) 5 A,=@. 
Note that this definition coincides with the Huet and Oppen definition of sensible 
signature in the case of d= Tz, the C-algebra of ground terms. 
The signature C of presentation ~M&Yc (Section 2) is not sensible in Tz: the 
operator FOO has arity a+b, the sort b is strict in Tz and the sort a is void in Tz. 
Lemma 5.7. Let C be a signature sensible in a Z-algebra ,d. If a term tE Tz( V) is void in 
-d, then Asor,~r~ = 0. 
Proof (by induction). Let t be a term of sort s; suppose absurdly that A,#@ If t is 
a variable and A,#@, then such a variable is strict in ~2, whence the absurdity. 
Let t=a(t,, . . . . t,) be a term void in &, where CJ is an operator of arity s~...s,-+s. 
Then, necessarily there exists an i such that ti is void in A$‘. Since C is a signature 
sensible in .CZZ (by hypothesis), then two cases are possible: 
(1) Domain and codomain of @ are empty. Thus, A,=@ and the contradiction to 
our supposition is obtained. 
(2) Domain and codomain of C@ are nonempty. Thus, since the set AsortCtij s 
nonempty and the term ti is void in ~4, by induction hypothesis the absurdity 
follows. 0 
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Theorem 5.8. Let C be a signature sensible in a C-algebra G!. Then, every C-equation on 
variables V is uncritical in .d. 
Proof. Let tl = t2 be an ordinary C-equation. We have three cases: 
(1) Both tl and t2 are void in JZI’. In this case tl = t2 is uncritical in d. 
(2) Both t, and t2 are strict in .c4. It is sufficient to show that strictness of a term t in 
d implies strictness of z(t) in d for every substitution t. Since for any variable 
x occurring in t, sort(x) has a nonempty interpretation in .d, by Lemma 5.7 it follows 
that the term T(X), which has the same sort of x, is strict in d. In conclusion, t(t) is 
strict in ZZZ. 
(3) tI is void in & and t2 is strict in .al (we leave the symmetrical case). This case is 
not possible in our hypothesis. Since tI is void in JZ!, by Lemma 5.7 it follows that 
A 40Tt,111=@; so, it is impossible that t, is strict in ,d. 0 
Corollary 5.9. If a signature C is sensible in a C-algebra d, then 
for every ordinary Z-equation tI = t2 on variables V. 
Proof. From Theorem 5.8 and Corollary 5.5(i). 0 
Corollary 5.10. Ifall the domains of a Z-algebra .d are nonempty, then 
.d I=w tl Et2 iff d /=s tl Et2 
for every ordinary Z-equation tI = tz on variables V. 
Proof. From Corollary 5.9, as 1 is sensible in any Z-algebra with only nonempty 
domains. 0 
5.3. Strongly sensible signature 
Theorem 5.4 characterizes strong satisfiability in terms of syntactic properties of 
equations. Now we introduce the notion of strongly sensible signature, which guar- 
antees necessary and sufficient conditions for the equivalence between strong and 
weak satisfiability. 
Let C{a: s} denote the new signature constructed from G by adding a new constant 
a of sort s. 
Definition 5.11. A signature C is strongly sensible iff for every operator ~7 in C of arity 
s~...s,-+s, the carrier of sort si (i= 1 , . . . , n) of the Z{a: s}-algebra TziazS~ of ground 
terms is not empty. 
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For example, a signature which has two sorts, say s and s’, and only one operator of 
arity s’+s, is not strongly sensible, because the addition of constants in the sort 
s leaves empty the set of ground terms of sort s’. 
The following theorem gives a model-theoretic characterization of strongly sensible 
signatures and states the promised main result of this subsection. 
Theorem 5.12. Let Z be a signature. The,follo\~in~g conditions are equivalent: 
(i) Z is strongly sensible; 
(ii) Z is sensible in erer)) I-nlgehrn .d; 
(iii) For any Z-algebra .R/ and crny terms t I, tzE T,(V), the equution tI = t2 is uncriti- 
cal in &; 
(iv) For any C-ulgehru .d and any terms t, , t2~TZ(V), .J l=w t, -tz [fl& I=stI-t2. 
Proof. (i)*(ii). Let ~1 be a Z-algebra and Q be an operator of arity s,. ..s,+s. Assume 
that A,#@ We have to show that A,, #Q for every i= 1. . . . , n. Since Z is strongly 
sensible, in the C ia: s)-algebra TrlN:,s; o f ground terms we have that ( Tz ;a:s; ),,, # 8 for 
every i = 1, . . . , n. But any C-algebra .rJ with A,#@ is also a Z (0: s)-algebra whenever 
we interpret the constant N with an element of A,. Therefore, by the initiality of 
Tw,:.~~ in the C {a: s}-algebras and by (T, ;(,. ,; ),, #0 it follows that A,,, #8 for every 
i= 1, . . ..n. 
(ii)+(iii): By Theorem 5.8. 
(iii)+iv): By Proposition 5.1 (i) and Corollary 5.5. 
(iv)+(i): We prove l(i) implies l(iv). If C is not strongly sensible, there is an 
operator ye of arity sl...si...s,-+s such that there is no ground term of sort si in the 
signature Zjc: s). Define the following C-algebra .a: 
B,, = 
(~1. if there is a ground term of sort s’ in C{c: s}, 
8 otherwise. 
Every operator cr of Z is interpreted in .8 by means of the empty function if its domain 
is empty, otherwise 8(c, , c) = c. Let .X-J’ be the ordinary equation, where JJ,X 
are two variables of sort s. Then, the C-algebra ~8 weakly satisfies x = y (in B, there is 
only the element c), but does not strongly verify the same equation. In fact, the sub- 
stitution T(X) = ~(x 1, . . . , )(i, .., x,), z(~,)=y transforms the term .X into the term 
q(xl, ., xi, .., x,) which is void in 8 (the variable xi is of sort si and B,, =@) and the 
term JJ into itself which is strict in .2?. 3 
The following corollary relates our notion of strongly sensible signature with that of 
Huet-Oppen (see remark after Definition 5.6). 
Corollary 5.13. Let Z he a siputure. [f Z is stronylJ1 sensible, then Z is sensible in Tz, 
but the inverse implicution does not hold. 
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Proof. =s: Theorem 5.12( (i)+(ii)). 
=: Counterexample. Let C be a signature which has the set S = {s, s’} as sorts and 
only one operator D of arity s’+s. The signature C is sensible in Tz, but not strongly 
sensible (sort s’ is void in Tz+,;). 0 
6. Relationships between the different notions of satisfiability 
The main result of this section is that strongly sensible signatures guarantee (i) the 
equivalence between strong satisfiability and HO-satisfiability (Theorem 6.3); (ii) the 
completeness of the Birkhoff equational calculus for the HO-satisfiability (Theorem 
6.6). Moreover, since HO-satisfiability and GM-satisfiability are naturally related, we 
are also able to compare all the satisfiability notions considered in the present paper. 
We begin by summarizing the basic relationships between these satisfiabilities. 
Proposition 6.1. Let t, = t2 be an ordinary Z-equation on variables V and ,d be 
a C-algebra. Then, 
(i) &’ ks tl = t, implies ,d l=W tl = tz, but the converse implication does not hold. 
(ii) .d kw tl = t2 implies .d )=no tI = t2, but the converse implication does not hold. 
(iii) .d I=“o tl = t2 implies .d kc tI = tZ, but the converse implication does not hold. 
(iv) .QZ I=“o tl Et2 ifj’.d kGM VX. tI -r, for every X such that VzX?Var(t,, tz). 
Proof. (i) From Proposition 5.1 (i). 
(ii) *: Obvious. 
-=: Counterexample, The algebra g&&I of the presentation ~M,z&c~ (Section 3) 
HO-satisfies the ordinary equation FOO(A)- T, while B&Z’1 does not weakly 
satisfy this equation. 
(iii) *: Obvious. 
=: Counterexample. The algebra gA,a/.% of the presentation Yu&Y~ (Section 2) 
classically satisfies the ordinary equation T-F, while A%‘&8 does not HO-satisfy this 
ordinary equation. 
(iv) Obvious. 0 
Theorem 6.2. Ler C be a signature. Then, the,following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) Z is sensible in the C-algebra .rl; 
(ii) For any ordinary Z-equation tI = t2 on variables V, 
.d I=s tl =t, i$” .d I=HO t1 -f2. 
Proof. (i)=+ii): Since .d I=w tl = t2 implies .d I= Ho tl E t2 (Theorem 6.1), and .c3 I=s 
tl E t2 is equivalent to ,d bw tl = t2 (Corollary 5.9), then it is sufficient to prove that 
JY kHo tl = t2 implies .5J kw tl = t2. Let 71: V -A be a partial assignment and z’ 
be the restriction of z to Var(t,, tz), we prove that n((tl)zn(tZ). We have two cases: 
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(1) 7~’ is always defined in Var(t,,t,). In this case, since JZ! +no ti E t,, then 
d(tl)= d(t2), and a fortiori rr(ti) = n(t2). 
(2) 7~’ is not always defined in Var(t,, t2). In this case, since the equation tl = t2 is 
uncritical in & (Theorem 5.8) both n(tl) and n(t2) are undefined, and then, it holds 
that n.(tl)zz(t2). 
(ii)+(i). We prove that l(i) implies l(ii). From Theorem 5.8 there exists an 
equation tl = t2 critical in d. Then, there exists a substitution T such that T(tl) is void 
in A and T(tl) is strict in .d (or vice versa). Then, the equation z(tl)=t(tz) is not 
strongly satisfied in .d. But, since there exists at least a variable xsVar(t,, tz) of sort 
s such that A,=@ there is no assignment from Var(ti, t2) to A, and then 
d IfHO r(f1)=r(tz). 0 
Theorem 6.3. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) C is strongly sensible; 
(ii) For any .Z-ulgebra ,d und ordinary C-equation tI = t2 on variables V, 
x2 I=s tl-tZ (f .d I=w tl-tz. 
(iii) For any G-algebra .d and ordinary C-equation tI = t2 on variables V, 
.d (=s tl Et2 ifJ‘ .d I=“0 tt EtZ. 
(iv) For any C-algebra .c9 and ordinary C-equution tI s t2 on variables V, 
& /=s tl=t2 ifs .d I=G~ VX.tl-t2 
for every set X such that Var(t,, t2)CX s V. 
Proof. (i) o (ii): From Theorem 5.12. 
(i)o(iii): From Theorem 5.12((i) -(ii)) and Theorem 6.2. 
(iii) o (iv): From Proposition 6.1 (iv). 0 
Definition 6.4. Let I= be a satisfiability relation between algebras and ordinary 
equations. We say that the satisfiability + verifies the Birkhoff completeness property 
(BCP) relative to the signature C iff for any ordinary presentation (C, V, E) and 
ordinary C-equation e, 
E/=e i’ EkBire. 
We can restate as follows the result of completeness given in Section 4. 
Theorem 6.5. The strong satisjiubility verifies BCP relative to every signature C. 
Theorem 6.6. The HO-satisjability verijies BCP relative to a signature C iff C is 
a strongly sensible signature. 
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Proof. +: If C is a strongly sensible signature, then by Corollary 6.3 it follows that 
EkHoe iff El=se. Therefore, the thesis follows from the completeness theorem for 
strong satisfiability of Section 4. 
5: If C is not strongly sensible, then there exists a C-algebra d such that C is not 
sensible in &. This fact means that there is an operator g of arity sl..~si~..s,-+s uch 
that A,=@ and A,#@. Let C{a,b:s) be the signature obtained by adding the two 
distinct constants a, b of sort s to the signature C, and let 99 be the C-algebra obtained 
by the Z{a, b:s)-algebra T’((l,h:s} of ground terms forgetting the constants a and b. Of 
course, B,=@ and the cardinality of B, is greater than or equal to 2. Let us consider 
the following ordinary equations: y E g(xi , . . . , xi,...,~") and ~(x~,...,x~,...,x,)-Z, 
where y and z are two distinct variables of sort s. Obviously, the C-algebra 98 HO- 
satisfies the two above ordinary equations (because Xi is ranging over an empty set). 
On the other hand, by the Birkhoff’s equational calculus we can derive the equation 
y = z; this equation is not HO-satisfied by g because the interpretation of the sort s in 
g is not a singleton. 0 
Theorem 6.7. The weak satisjability verifies BCP relatively to a signature C ifsZ is 
a strongly sensible signature. 
Proof. 
(1) 
(2) 
C strongly sensible 3 V&, &+se ifs~~Jl=~ e (Theorem 6.3) 
5 /=w verifies BCP relative to C (Theorem 6.5). 
Contraposition: 
C not strongly sensible * 3&, e. & kw e, z2 I# s e (Theorem 5.12) 
* e critical in JZJ (Corollary 5.5(i)) 
* 3t. d If w r(e), but {e} FBir t(e) 
(Definition 5.3(ii) and Definition 3.2) 
for the 5th rule of the Birkhoff equational 
calculus. 0 
7. Relationships between the Birkholf calculus and the Goguen and Meseguer calculus 
In this section we give conditions about signatures and presentations for the 
equivalence of the two equational calculi. As a consequence of this study, we also 
extend Theorem 2 of [S]. 
Let e=VX. tl = t2 be a C-equation. We say the ordinary C-equation tl E t2 to be the 
ordinary.form of the equation e. If E is a set of C-equations, then Ord(E) is the set of 
the corresponding ordinary forms. 
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Definition 7.1. The Birkhoff calculus and the Goguen and Meseguer calculus are said 
to be equivalent with respect to a presentation (C, V, E) ifJ; for every t,, tzeTz(F’): 
Ord(E) ä Rir t, E t2 if E I-,, VX. tl E t2 
for every X such that Var(t,, tz)sXs V. 
The following definition introduces a model-theoretic concept, which property we 
show to be a sufficient condition for the equivalence of the two calculi, under the 
hypothesis of strongly sensible signature. 
Definition 7.2. A presentation (Z, V, E) is said to be inmriant iff, for every equation 
VX. tl s t2EE and every Z-algebra .d which GM-satisfies the equations E, the follow- 
ing equivalence holds: 
for every Y such that Var(t,, t2)l Yc V. 
Lemma 7.3. Let (C, V, E) be UI~ inmriunt presentation. if Z is a strongly sensible 
signature, then the class of C-algebras which HO-satisfy Ord(E) coincides with the class 
of algebras thut GM-satiqfy E. 
Proof. If VX. tl -t2 is an equation of E, then we have: 
l .d I=GM VY. tI = t2 for every Y such that Var(t,,t,)s Yg V $(by Proposition 6.1) 
0 .d I=Ho tl=tz. 0 
Theorem 7.4. Let C be a strongly sensible signature. The Birkh&” calculus und the 
Goguen and Meseguer culculus are equicalent with respect to the presentution (C, V, E) 
(fl the presentation (C, V, E) is imariant. 
Proof. -=: Suppose that the presentation (C, V, E) is invariant. We prove the equiva- 
lence between the calculi by means of the following chain of logical equivalences: 
l Ord(E) FHir tl -t2 !jf 
l Ord(E) I=Ho tI = t2 ifl 
(by Theorem 6.6, where the hypothesis of strongly 
sensible signature is required) 
l .d kHO tI =t, for every algebra .cy’ which HO-satisfies Ord(E) $’ 
(by Proposition 6.1) 
l .d I=GM VX. t, = t2 for every X such that Var(t,, tz)s X c V and algebra .d which 
HO-satisjes the ordinary equations Ord(E) ifs 
(by Lemma 7.3, where the hypothesis of invariant 
presentation is required) 
l .d (=oM t/X. t1 = t2 for every X such that Var(tl, t,)sX c V and for every algebra 
,d which GM-satisfies the equations E iff 
l E j=GM VX.tI-t2 for every X such that Var(t,,t,)c_X& V i# 
(by the Goguen and Meseguer completeness theorem 
for the satisfiability kGM; see [4]) 
l E EGtvl VX. tl -t2 for every X such that Var(t,,t,)cXG V. 
j: Suppose that equivalence between the calculi holds. Let VY. t1 = t2 be an axiom 
of E. Of course, Ord(E) ERir r1 = t2 and then, E FGM VX. tI = t2 for every X such that 
Var(t,, t2) E X c V. Therefore, by the Goguen and Meseguer completeness theorem 
for the satisfiability I=oM, E (=GM VX. rI = t2 for every X such that Var(t,, r2) LX c V, 
whence the thesis (note that here the hypothesis C strongly sensible does not 
intervene). 0 
In the following definition we present the notion of multiplicative signature intro- 
duced (without this terminology) by Goguen and Meseguer (see [4] or [S]). They 
stated the equivalence of the two calculi for all the presentations having a multiplica- 
tive signature. We note that the result of the previous theorem is relative only to 
presentations. We obtain, as a corollary of the Theorem 7.4, a new proof of the 
Goguen-Meseguer’s characterization by showing the logical equivalence between 
invariance of every presentation and multiplicativity of the signature. 
Definition 7.5. A signature C is said to be multiplicative iff, for all sorts s,s’ of C, the 
sort s’ is strict in the initial C (a: sj-algebra Tziu. E; (see the beginning of Section 5.3 for 
the notation C(u: sf). 
It is easy to verify the following model-theoretic characterization of multiplicative 
signatures: For every Z-algebra &, if some A, is empty, then every A, is empty, 
i.e. every A, is empty if the Cartesian product x SGsA, is so (whence the term 
multiplicative). 
Proposition 7.6. Every multiplicative signature G is a strongly sensible signature. 
Proof. It is sufficient to prove that 1 is sensible in every C-algebra d by using the 
model-theoretic characterization of the multiplicative property. 0 
Proposition 7.7. A signurure C is multiplicative ijjf every presentation (C, V, E) is 
invariant. 
Proof. a: If C is a multiplicative signature, either all the carriers of a Z-algebra & are 
empty, or all the carriers of a C-algebra .d are nonempty. Then, the variables are 
always ranging all in empty sets or all in nonempty sets. Therefore, by the GM- 
satisfiability and by the soundness of abstraction and concretion rules of GM calculus 
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(see [ 12, Section 4.3.2]), eliminating or adding variables does not affect the validity of 
an equation. 
e: If Z is not a multiplicative signature, then we prove that there exists a presenta- 
tion which is not invariant. In fact, there exists at least a Z-algebra d and two sorts 
s, s’ such that A, #8 and A,, = 0. Let Z{u, b: sj be the signature obtained by adding the 
two distinct constants u, h of sort s to the signature C, and let $I be the C-algebra 
obtained by the C {a, b: s}-algebra TZ +, t, ., ; of ground terms forgetting the constants 
a and b. Of course, B,, = 8 and the cardinality of B, is greater than or equal to 2. Let us 
consider the following equation: V/Ix, y , z). x = y, where the variables x, y are of sort 
s and the variable z is of sort s’. Obviously, the C-algebra J# GM-satisfies the equation 
(because z is ranging over an empty set). On the other hand, .&9 does not GM-satisfy 
the equation V{x, y}. x = y because the cardinahty of B,Y is greater than 1. 0 
Corollary 7.8 (GoguenMeseguer). .Z is a multiplicative signature ifs the BirkhofS 
calculus and the Goguen and Meseguer calculus ure equivalent with respect to every 
presentation (C, V, E). 
Proof. C is a multiplicative signature @ (see Proposition 7.7) every presentation 
having C as a signature is invariant ifS(see Theorem 7.4) the Birkhoff calculus and the 
Goguen and Meseguer calculus are equivalent with respect to every presentation 
(Z K 0. 0 
8. An initiality result 
We conclude the paper by showing that uncritical equations guarantee the exist- 
ence of initial algebras. In fact, not every class of algebras strongly satisfying an 
ordinary equational presentation admits an initial algebra. For example, the class of 
the algebras strongly verifying the axioms of the presentation Ftc&&el (Section 3) 
does not contain quotient algebras TX/O, as they do not strongly satisfy the axioms 
(the sort a is void in T,/O so that the ordinary equation FOO(A)= T does not hold). 
Lemma 8.1. Let E be a set qf ordinary C-equations on variables V that are uncritical in 
Tz and 0’ be a congruence on Tz(V) closed with respect to E (see Dejnition 4.1). If 
8= { (t,, t_,)E&: tI, t,ET,) is the restriction of 0’ on Tz, then Tz/8 strongly satisfies E. 
Proof. Since uncriticality is preserved by quotients, by Corollary 5.5(i) it suffices to 
prove that Tz/fI kw tI -t2, i.e. that n(tl)zn(tz) for any partial assignment 
7~: VC-+T,/O. This holds trivially when both tl and t2 are void in Tz. For the 
uncriticality of tr = t2 in T,, we need only to consider the case oft, and t2 both strict in 
Tz. Let z’ : V+ Tz( V) be a (closed) substitution such that z(x) = [T'(x)]~ for every 
xEVar(tr, t2). Then n(ti)= [r’(ti)], (i= 1,2) by induction on the structure of ti. The 
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proof is completed by the following sequence of implications: 
t,rt2 E E =s t1O’t2 
=> T’(tl)dT’(t*) 
= Cr'(t1)10= CT'(t2)le 
=> n(tl)=7r(t2). 0 
(item (i) of Definition 4.1) 
(item (ii) of Definition 4.1 and 
z’ closed) 
(since 8 is a congruence) 
Theorem 8.2. Let E be a set of ordinury C-equations on variables V that are uncritical in 
Tz . Then, 
(i) the relation BE on the C-algebra Tz of the ground terms, defined by 
t dE t’ iff t = t’ is derivable from E using the Birkhoff equational calculus, 
is a C-congruence on T,; 
(ii) Tz/dE is initial in the class of the C-algebras strongly satisfying E. 
Proof. (i) Rules (2)-(4) and (6) of the Birkhoff equationai calculus give that OE is 
a C-congruence on Tz. 
(ii) By the completeness theorem it follows that the congruence OE is the restriction 
to TX of the congruence 
=E = { (t, t’)E Tz( V) x Tz( V): d I=s t = t’ for any .d strongly satisfying E}, 
which is closed with respect to E; therefore, the previous lemma gives that the 
C-algebra Tz/BE strongly satisfies the equations E. We leave to the reader the proof 
that there is one and only one morphism from T,/e, to any C-algebra d strongly 
satisfying E. 0 
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